Experience Completing Projects and in the Workplace
For my work experience with Evinance, I first met with Chad Armstrong, in
their open plan office at HealthXL · Trinity Technology & Enterprise Campus
UNIT 24 Pearse Street 2 Dublin.
It was obvious it was a very international group, however everyone was very
friendly.
I had quiet an informal meeting with Chad, who explained to me, the
background of the company and what they were trying to achieve to help
cancer patients have a more interactive experience with their medical
professionals and hospital.
The service was set up so that they would understand the different
procedures available to them, and how each different procedure would
impact on them, and what the risks would be for them.
Chad explained that he wanted a video to represent their logo, and that
would give a brief description to patients, medical professionals and hospitals
how the Evinance service could benefit each of them.
Due to the nature of the work, and other commitments I had due to course
requirements, it was agreed I would work from home.
I had previous experience, working from home, and with internet
communication, and the use of web services such as Youtube and Vimeo , it
is possible to share videos with Chad, and we could discuss what changes
need to be made and how to proceed.
We also had regular meetings, and email communications the project was
able to proceed with out delays. Any meetings we had, were held at Chad's
office and we were able to use our laptops to compare work and make
suggestions.
Occasionally , I would need to wait for Chad his graphics designer to finalise
the graphics that would be used, however, this gave me the opportunity to
focus on other course requirements and assignments, so any gaps in
progress typically worked out to my advantage.
Overall it was a positive experience and we were able to complete the video
logo and information video in a timely fashion.

